
Component 2: Fine Art
Standard Mark – 41

AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 TOTAL
Mark 9 10 10 12 41
Level 3 4 4 4
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Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:

Engaged

Informed



Examiner comments
This Fine Art Component 2, consists of an A3 sketch pad, and 2 A3 square water-colour responses produced in the 10-hour period of sustained 
focus.  Images of the work selected here reflect the characteristics of work just into Performance Level 4, Competent and Consistent, with a mark of 
41/72.

The candidate begins their preparation period by creating a predictable written and visual mind-map in response to the examination theme of ‘Lock’. 
The still-life paintings of artists Gretchen Hancock and Janet Fish focus the candidate’s emerging ideas on small collections of objects. 

These sources lead to a thoughtful photo-shoot of hands securely holding personal items of jewellery. The candidate comments: “these photographs 
were meant to symbolise the value of jewellery and the way people protect their belongings and hold them away from others’. 

Competent observational studies are made of a small jewellery box, items of jewellery and a key, using the medium of water-colour and a fine black 
pen. Ideas are refined further through detailed and carefully observed studies of a bracelet and gemstone, reflecting a skilful approach to recording. 
A reflective plan for the final timed examination response includes compositional experiments and an informed selection of appropriate water-
colour paper.

Following a further photo-shoot of hands, the candidate uses the timed examination period to create a diptych of water-colour and pen studies, 
each depicting a hand holding the faceted gemstone. The soft tonal painting of the hand is underpinned by an informed understanding and engaged 
application of the formal elements.

For the submission to move more securely into Performance Level 4, Competent and Consistent, the candidate could demonstrate greater evidence 
of ability of developing ideas through critical understanding of sources.
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